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Finding new uses for older buildings
While property owners have in concept that essentially refers to single standalone buildings — a new residential—led. mixed—

recent years come up with the creation of selfesufcient often older ofces that have use concept. The development

alternative uses for older or “additional city centres". often been reptu‘posed for residential will comprise 208 apartments

empty buildings. such as ofcee on urban peripheries. Examples use. But the emphasis is on a that can be bought or rented. as

torresidential conversions and are Waterfall and Steyn City in location that oifers easy access well as a hotel component. cale.

coworking ofces. there are a Johannesburg; Umhlanga and (walking distance preferably) to exible work spaces. boxing

number of other new trends set Ridgeside in Durban: and ofces. retail, gyms. restaurants, gym, rooftop boma. a dining
to reshape SA‘s urban Skylines. Centtuy City in Cape Town. recreation and public transport lounge. cinema room, library

Omphile Ramokhoase. Ramokhoase says the to allow for an integrated live. and meditation garden.

research analyst at ILL. says development of a new breed of work. play and shop lifestyle. The idea is to offer

future development activity will mixed—use developments The trend has already taken BlackBrick “members" access

focus increasingly on green within larger business precincts off in Cape Town's city centre to a network of similar

features. which coincides with a are also coming to the fore. and the Foreshore area. which developments in other metros
greater emphasis on building These developments can be is suited to a pedestrianised. enabling them to move freely
efciency. particularly with mixedeuse lifestyle. But between cities. Says BlackBrick

regards to energy and water Rosebzmk and Szuidton in founder Moritz Wellensiek: “The
FUTURE

consumption. “It is a practical Johannesburg me also seeing way people live and work is
and costerelated concern. but DEVELOPMENT increased actity on this front. changing. The rise of exiehour
also a great advantage for ACTIVITY WILL FOCUS For instance. developer workdays, hot desking and
business reputation." she says. BlackBrick is converting the mobility means people have

INCREASINGLY ON
Recentralising as opposed to former ofces of SAB/ABlnBev different requirements when it

decentralismg is also a new GREEN FEATURES in Sandton's Fredman Drive into comes to their homes. too."
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